American Recyclers is a textile recycling company based in Houston, Texas. We provide a
positive impact on your local community and it only takes 16 square feet of space. We do this in
several different ways:
The Positive Impact for Your Community
 We help with the Ecology by keeping millions of pounds of clothing, shoes, belts purses
and other accessories out of our overburdened landfills.
 Through our efforts in conjunction with our charity, we donate funding to assist in
providing needed services and programs to the area.
 We provide local jobs and our employees contribute to the economic wellbeing of local
businesses when they shop with them.
 Reuse Recycling creates the smallest “carbon footprint” of any recycling effort presently
know in the world.
The Positive Impact for Sponsor Locations
 Every business where we place one of our Clothing Collection Boxes is termed to be a
Sponsor Location.
 Sponsor Locations are protected against any claim by our 2 Million Dollar General
Liability Insurance policy.
 Our Collection Boxes are attractive and constructive of fire-resistant metal.
 Each Collection Box only takes 16 square feet of space. This is less than ¼ of a parking
space.
 Collection Boxes can help draw shoppers to the businesses of our Sponsor Locations.
 We often provide businesses, property management companies and property owners with
an ancillary income as a part of our agreement to place a Collection Box on their site.
 American Recyclers is fully aware that you are not in the recycling business and we work
diligently to assure we operate a transparently as possible on a Sponsor Location.
The Positive Impact We Maintain
 The Collection Box is placed where you agree to have it positioned on your site.
 Our Collection Boxes are well maintained regarding overall appearance to the public.
 Our Route Drivers collect the donations at each location on a regular interval to assure
there is no overflow around the Donation Box.
 We have a toll free telephone number displayed on every Collection Box so a merchant or
citizen can contact our donation call center 24/7.
 Multiple employees are notified by text and email within seconds of receiving any call and
we respond day or night. There is nothing worse than someone accidently “donating” their
car keys at 9 PM.

Our Positive Responses from Other Sponsoring Companies
 We work with several Major Property Management/Ownership Companies and have great
relations with them.
 Don’t just take our word for it, we offer Letters of Recommendation with full contact
information for you to check our references for yourself.
We at American Recyclers would welcome the opportunity to meet with your company to
provide you with a more detailed information package. We will only take 15 minutes of your
time, on your schedule, to discuss in greater detail how our relationships with the community,
other businesses and the Greener World might be the basis for forming a mutually beneficial
business relationship with your company.

